A Tradition
One of the traditions of the Joint Study Program is the presentation of annual Awards of
Distinction and Honorable Mentions to deserving students. These are typically in different
categories, namely Architectural Design, Interior Design, Urban and Landscape Design,
Product Design,Visualization and Illustration, Fabrication, and Animation.

The Process
Nominations are mostly submitted by the Principal Investgators of different schools, but
also by AutoDesSys from deserving projects sent in with the annual reports. In addition,
this past year, AutoDesSys also invited students to nominate their projects directly. The
nominated projects are presented to a jury that selects those deserving awards. The jury
is also asked to comment on why they selected these particular projects. Their comments
are included with the displays of the Award of Distinction and Honorable Mention winning
projects.

The Prizes
All Awards of Distinction receive form•Z RenderZone Plus and a bonzi3d license with one
year technical support and updates. Honorable Mentions receive one year licenses and
diplomas acknowledging the awards.

Displays
Given that this is a biannual edition of the form•Z Journal, the awards of the two last years
are desplayed on the pages that follow, before the main body of the Journal. First are
the awards for 2008-09, when 5 Awards of Distinction and 5 Honorable Mentions were
granted. Second are the awards for 2009-10, when 4 Awards of Distinction and 3 Honorable Mentions were granted.

Thanks and Congratulations
AutoDesSys wishes to wholeheartedly thank all the PI’s who took the time to make a preliminary selection of deserving projects and to nominate them, and also all the students,
both those nominated by instructors and those who nominated themselves, especially
the ones that did not receive any recognition. Just the fact that they were considered for
an award places them among a distinct group of students, which is already a significant
recognition. For this they should be congratulated. In addition, they should be encouraged
to submit their work again in the future.
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Architectural Design: Award of Distinction
Inhabitable Book Library for San Francisco, CA
by Sarah Jester
Third Year
Advisor: Thomas Fowler, IV, AIA
College of Architecture
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA

Project Summary:
This library is a place for the public to get away from downtown
and to experience the coast. The book collection hangs over
the larger, more open reading spaces, which wrap through the
entire building. The entry level, containing most of the administrative spaces, is connected to the major atrium, intended to be the
place with the highest level of noisemaking activities. Opposite
these wrapping spaces is a core of small, intimate reading rooms,
allowing intensive, individual focused thought, while having the
only view out to the ocean. The circulation sequence of the building attempts to focus the reader on selectively framed views of
the ocean, as one moves in and out of spaces in the building.
Reasons for the Nomination:
It was amazing to see the transformation of this student’s very
beautiful and thoughtful painting and model studies and to see
how these artifacts helped to inform her building design process.
She only had a limited exposure to digital modeling before this
studio and also harbored MUCH bitterness towards using digital
modeling to inform the project during the design process, but
I think this skepticism was an advantage and helped her balance the use of form•Z with the other components of her design
process.
Jury Comments:
In the days we see the computer being used to produce all kinds
of plastic forms that hardly relate to some pre-established usage,
this project is refreshing in that it allows the digital tools to more
or less directly translate given programmatic functionalities into
forms that are persuasively usable and constructible.
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Architectural Design: Honorable Mention
Studies on the Texture of a Woven Wall
by Jing-Ti Tsai
Fourth Grade
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture, Tamkang University
Tanshui, Taiwan
Project Summary:
The design is intended to enable students to understand how to operate 3D
computer graphics software and how to use Non-Uniform Rational Bezier Spline
(NURBS) to show curved surface models. Here is the designing procedure:
(1) Cut a piece of paper (100cm x 25cm) up to fifty times. (2) Make single action
deformations to the four processed papers and photograph them. (3) Make
multiple action deformations to the same four papers and photograph them. (4)
Use Patch and NURBS in form•Z to render the models from steps 2 and 3. (5)
Use Animate Form to present the models from steps 2 and 3. (6) Manually draft
analysis diagrams for the models from steps 2 and 3. (7) Using drafting software,
make analytical diagrams for the models from steps 2 and 3. (8) Compose the
strip units into one surface based on the analysis from steps 6 and 7. (9) Design
the slice units into one surface based on the analysis from steps 6 and 7. (10)
Design the semi-tubular, tubular and curved surface wall from steps 8 and 9.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This design was based on the careful observation of the folded paper with its
distortions and 3D computer graphics, which were used to make a very lifelike
model. The animation from NURBS and Patch in form•Z gave an extremely clear
vision of the object’s interesting step by step transformations into a model. During
the process, we not only had a changeable wall but we also had a close look at the
detailed analysis of the deformation process of the paper and at its application to
the wall after production. The entire design process was very clear and rational.
Jury Comments:
This is a project whose value lies in its exploratory nature. It is investigating forms
that can be generated by deforming both physical and virtual media. It represents
the type of studies we need to involve ourselves with in order to master the possibilities presented by the new digital media.
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Architectural Design: Honorable Mention
Learning (IN)flection
by

Sean Obrien

Graduate 6th year, Advanced Studio
Advisor: Bennett Neiman
College of Architecture, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas
Project Summary:
Dwindling water supply, over-population, and aggressive
farming practices have left America’s heartland in a state
of decay. What remains is a scarred landscape dotted with
rusted steel structures that serve as reminders of man’s
ambition. Learning (IN)flection is a rebirth of these forgotten
structures both physically and symbolically. The spaces
carry the memory of the past as students learn to rectify the
future.
By inflecting the structure and constructing an extension
of the landscape, the steel that once stood in defiance of
the topography now exists in harmony with it. Interactive
surfaces arise challenging the senses that are normally
muted in a typical school setting. Every surface addresses
the relationships between nature and built form. In time, the
surrounding landscape naturally integrates itself with the
steel, reclaiming the ore it once provided.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This is a radical concept for a school involving life cycle issues as they relate to steel. The site is a marginal industrial
wasteland. The student had limited knowledge of form•Z
when he started the project. Through repeated experimentation, he was able to construct what he sought out in the
design. At first this was frustrating, but once he understood
the strategies for construction within the software, design
ideas began to accrue. Rendering technique was also a
challenge. Again through trial and error, a mood and attitude
emerged that represented the idea of the project: a dark and
brooding, or perhaps cynical, look at the future of education.
Jury Comments:
This is clearly a learning exercise: recycling previously used
structural materials and reusing the landscape where they
have been abandoned. Even though theoretical, it is made
virtually real, thanks to the imaginative use of contemporary digital tools, form•Z in particular. Above all this project
deserves to be commended for its optimism and for its
mastery of presentation tools.
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Urban and Landscape Design: Award of Distinction
35°| 106°
by

Antonio Vigil

M.Arch candidate, Studio M
Advisors: Tim B. Castillo, Rana Abu-Dayyeh, and Karen King
School of Architecture, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Project Summary:
The spatial environment that comprises the metropolis of Albuquerque [35º | 106º] is a unique condition that has evolved as a crossroads of culture, architecture and infrastructure. The geography and
urban morphology created here is a condition unlike any other in
the world. As designers we are faced with the development of new
technologies, global information systems and the dilution of cultural
specificity. This studio embarked in an architectural study utilizing
the metropolis of Albuquerque as a laboratory to probe for conditions
that define this unique context. We were interested in analytically
probing the urban context and searching for opportunities where
design can improve our environment. Through this reading a series of
cartographic mappings were generated that explored these conditions and a design problem was formulated that manifested into a
program for development in studio. As designers we have to be fluid
in how we operate and design at a multiplicity of scales. The ability to
understand how virtual and analog systems are creating new spatial
conditions in our environment is critical for designers to understand.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This project deserves recognition because of its innovation in rethinking architectural program, rethinking urban space, and the use of
strong visualization to create a convincing argument for redevelopment of the downtown corridor in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The
challenge in developing this project was to understand the complexity in the downtown area. The use of form•Z to illustrate the cross
programmed space allowed a new vision of what an arena could
become and gave a new and innovative reading to the urban fabric of
Albuquerque.
Jury Comments:
After a rather insightful analysis of an urban environment, an imaginatively designed arena becomes a catalyst for the revitalization of a
downtown. While the study is applied to a specific city, its validity is
almost universal, at least within the content of the USA. This project
succeeds on the urban as well as on the building scale. The graphic
presentation is beautifully crafted and could easily pass for a professional project. It is all done through an effective use of digital tools,
which is one more reason that this project deserves recognition.
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Interior Design: Award of Distinction
Moving Letters: The Royal Mail Museum
by Rebecca

Pitt

Level 3, BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
Advisors: Michael Cameron, Patrick Hannay (projects), Charlotte Bull (CAD)
Architectural Studies, Cardiff School of Art & Design,
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, UK
Project Summary:
Based upon a site and object collection currently being evaluated by
the Royal Mail themselves, but conceptually driven by the student’s
own interpretive reading of both, the scheme’s narrative design seeks
to employ notions of movement and route implicit in the subject and
suggested by the spatial nature of the host buildings.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This project represents a fantastically complex design brought to life
in 3D. Modelling this scheme would always be a huge task, however
this student did so with skill and flair. Truly impressive!
Jury Comments:
A real life project is tackled with skill and discipline. While we are not
given access to the programmatic data with which the designer had to
work, it is quite clear how this data has dictated the resulting layout,
which is quite intriguing in its complexity. It is commendable how a
single axonometric rendering of a computer model quite sufficiently
presents such a complex layout and makes one wonder whether
traditional plans and sections would have been able to be equally
descriptive. Without question, this student deserves to be awarded for
the mastery of the digital tools, in addition to the design inventiveness
the project exhibits.
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Interior Design: Honorable Mention
HMV, Silent Hub
by Robin

Coles

Year 1, FdA Interior Design
Advisors: Keith McDonagh, Anthony Weaver
Department of Art and Media
South Devon College
Paignton, Devon, UK
Project Summary:
An interior space was allocated to the students, and clients were
chosen “out of a hat.” The students were asked to research the
client and to produce a “flagship” retail store to promote new and
innovative ways of being immersed into the retail environment. They
were also asked to work up three manufactured items in form•Z.
These ranged from parts of clocks, hi-fi systems, mobile phone
components, etc. These form•Z models could then be incorporated
into their interior spaces at alternative scales as part of a signage
system, product display, or staircase for example. As first year
students the project has proved to be an effective way of introducing
them to the program and show them how it can be used as part of
the design process.

Reasons for the Nomination:
This student researched the music industry and had to find ways
to attract the shopper into the flagship store, when evidence shows
that downloading music from the Internet is a common practice. He
chose components that make up an ear piece to model in form•Z
and then morphed these shapes into large listening pods within
which the customers could enclose themselves away from the world.
Each pod was to house music and gaming technology so that the
customer could access online music, test out games or just chill
while listening to a downloaded playlist that they could then purchase or have sent home. Larger pods could also be used for music
interaction or for multi-player gaming. Little product is displayed in
the shop. Instead, the space is used for social interaction with areas
set aside for live music, recording, and a lounge area with refreshment facilities.
The project is the result of only 6 weeks of introduction to form•Z,
and thus I think it warrants praise.
Jury Comments:
A physical space that imitates the virtual? A portal to the Internet, the
source of music to be enjoyed that then may be acquired? Components of ear pieces whose sizes make them more suitable for
sitting? Or maybe just monuments to listening, objects of undetermined sizes in a place that could be at any scale and only functionalities such as stairs by necessity give away the actual human
measurements. Whatever it is, it is imaginative and intriguing, and it
represents a design that gained a lot from the use of digital tools. It
almost looks like it could not have been done without them. This is
an achievement that needs to be awarded.
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Fabrication: Award of Distinction
Installation of a Staircase
by Hung-Ming

Chen and Chen-Chia Li

Graduate School
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture
Tamkang University, Tanshui, Taiwan
Project Summary:
This project is located in a stairway in the Department of Engineering at our
school. The University provided the funds and the location. Altogether, we
spent more than three months on this project, starting with a proposal and
continuing with form•Z modeling, RP (Rapid Prototyping) modeling, processing digitized drawings, and the computer-aided manufacturing process. The
primary function of the open space where the project is located is for the
students and teachers to rest and discuss their homework. At the same
time, we hoped it would be aesthetically pleasing. This project had to fit
within a 6.0 meter space, 5.0 meters long and 3.5 meters high.
The design consists of three parts: the base, the vertical structure, and the
network mesh. All three parts were constructed using curved-shape models
generated with NURBS. The design is based on fifteen consecutive sections extending to the ceiling to form a continuous shape. In total it uses 335
wooden boards. The base is composed of two crisscrossed stacks folding
over each other from the bottom to the top. Furthermore, three different
cross shape tendons were developed in order to assemble a horizontal
base layout. The vertical section is aligned with the wall and is derived from
many consecutive spherical forms. The resulting columns were generated
using Boolean operations. The network mesh is made of stainless steel
cables and follows the curvature of the NURBS surface. There is a total of
38 round holes in each of the outer cylindrical structures. This produces a
woven wall which ensures that there will be no lateral displacement throughout the structure, all the way to the ceiling.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This project transformed a 3D model of a virtual space into a 2D drawing
that could be made into an actual space. The designers demonstrated a
perfect knowledge and good control of the CAD/CAM process. After this
project was installed, many students were attracted and spent time in this
newly remodeled area, during and after school hours, whereas before it was
just an empty space where nobody would hang around. Many students and
teachers from other departments stopped and discussed this interesting design. We were happy to see this project being perfectly completed. Without
the help of CAD/CAM, we may have never been able to finish this complex
project by manual means.
Jury Comments:
This is a very ambitious project for a team of just two designers. In spite of
this, it has been very well coordinated and successfully executed all the way
to its completion, with the designers giving great thought to all the details.
The layering of the cross sections creates a very interesting spatial effect,
but each piece alone also is beautifully articulated. As a sculpture it works
well by itself, but it also integrates nicely into the context of the staircase.
There is apparently testimonial that it completely changed the space where
it was placed, transforming it from a generally neglected corner to an attractive gathering space. As the PI points out, this project could not have been
done without the help of CAD/CAM. This fact alone is a great reason for the
project to be rewarded.
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Fabrication: Honorable Mention
Emerging Mutations 2
by team: Chad

Harris, Christopher Price, Neil Werbelow, Matthew Archuleta,
Luis Marquez, Ben Ortega, Jeremy Jerge, Mara Schweikert, Travis Bunch,
Owen Kramme, Nick Byers, Hooman Keyhan Haghighi, Kobi Bauer, Elizabeth Suina
4th year undergraduate, Architectural Design
Advisor: Tim B. Castillo
School of Architecture, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Project Summary:
The team

In the state of New Mexico, where the economy has been greatly affected
by the current recession, this studio was presented with the task of rethinking new models for developing architecture in the built environment.
These students were asked to engage in the realm of digital fabrication
and to formulate more efficient and economical methods for creating
space. Throughout the semester the students were immersed in learning
how to work in the methodology of digital fabrication processes. The final
project was intended to be full-scale installation that built on research
throughout the semester and incorporated recycled materials to create
an event space for the student body of the School of Architecture at the
University of New Mexico. The installation was fabricated from donated
materials such as wooden palates, white plastic garbage bags and two
hot air balloons. The studio researched the structural properties of these
ready-made materials to understand how they could be applied to create
an inspiring and innovative final installation. Utilizing form•Z and other
computer software, the studio generated several schemes that were digitally fabricated and outputted at full-scale as a series of prototypes. The
final scheme diverted from recent digital fabricated processes, integrating
a more haptic translation that forced the students to conceive the design
in slightly different manner than most digital fabricated projects of recently. The final result was a poetic installation that captured the essence
of the raw nature of the materials and maximized efficiency in time and
resources, keeping the project under $200.00 for final construction cost.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This project should be awarded for the sheer complexity and ability to
think about recycled materials in an innovative manner. The ability to both
fabricate efficiently and to keep material cost to a minimum was a product
of working in the digital environment. This type of research has tremendous application in the profession for rethinking how we fabricate and
design in economically challenged times.
Jury Comments:
This is a project of an impressive magnitude and complexity, even for a
team of 14 students. With such a team, coordination frequently becomes
an issue, but this team managed to excel all the way to the end. There
are so many aspects for which this work deserves to be commended: as
a demonstration of imaginative recycling of old material and for keeping the cost under $200; as a successful application of computer driven
fabrication methods; as a visually pleasing end result, and many more.
Not to be neglected is the enthusiasm with which the students must have
approached the project, and which is clearly reflected in the final result.
Obviously that enthusiasm must have transcended beyond the team, and
it appears to have triggered a “festival” for all the students.
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Visualization and Illustration: Award of Distinction
The Periscope is a Viewfinder
by Lindsay

Kunz

4th year; Media Elective
Advisor: Bennett Neiman
College of Architecture
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
Project Summary:
Periscope - noun “an optical instrument for viewing objects that are above the
level of direct sight or in an otherwise obstructed field of vision...”
The periscope is a viewfinder. Scenes are constructed through careful examination of spaces bound by both solid masses and their consequent shadows
and reflections. The resulting views are seemingly architectural, defined by
structure that is simultaneously real and perceived. The periscope allows
views to be established from apparently hidden places. Focus is placed on the
interaction of detailed elements and the site that grounds them. The periscope
in this sense becomes an instrument for discovering architectural spaces
where architecture may not truly exist.
Reasons for the Nomination:
The student used form•Z to visualize the sequential possibilities of framing
graphic space as a spatial narrative from outside to inside to outside. Each
refined perspectival viewpoint experiments with color, transparency, translucency, reflectivity, texture, etc. The images exude the spirit (color, mood, etc.)
of the original analog spatial manipulation devices (warped acetate layers of
photographs).
The student experimented with multiple layers of rendering in form•Z. Each
view was rendered several times with different RenderZone settings. Using
Photoshop these renderings were composited, enhanced, adjusted, cropped,
and reframed as needed. The combined digital paintings result in a richly
layered poetic essay that deserves recognition.
Jury Comments:
This project blends the real with the virtual. It also blurs the distinction between
3D artifact and abstract painting beautifully. Each rendering presents multiple
readings and allows the observer to imagine the 3D world from which it is
derived. At the same time, the renderings present elegant tow-dimensional
compositions. Using a single color scheme avoids the project’s becoming overloaded with visual stimulation. Without a doubt this is an original demonstration
of some of the possibilities that are offered by contemporary digital tools.
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Visualization and Illustration: Honorable Mention
Flat Pack of a Jelly Fish
by Mark

Stajan

Illustration Studies, 4th year, Technical Scientific Stream
Advisor: Claire Ironside
BAA Illustration, Sheridan College
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Project Summary:
The flatpack has become an intrinsic part of everyday life in the worlds of
retailing and consumption. The term generally relates to items of furniture
that have been specially designed to be taken away from stores; their
component parts packed flat to minimize size, and to be assembled by
consumers in their homes. Packed flat at the factory in which the parts are
made, this enables quantities of furniture to be transported economically,
leading to savings in distribution costs for the manufacturer, storage costs
for the retailer, and thus for the consumer.
While flat pack design has to the greatest extend been applied to furniture
design, e.g. IKEA, it has also found expression at even larger scales in
the form of fully habitable structures and spaces and at much smaller
scale as in toys and 3D puzzles.
Working with the design principles and objectives of flatpack design,
namely the translation of a 2D illustration/design into a 3D object, students
designed and modeled a 3D puzzle of an animal species.
The final puzzle kit was manufactured as a laser cut working prototype
made of cardboard. In all cases students modeled the animal using
form•Z, ZBrush, Adobe Illustrator, and other software.
Reason for the Nomination:
This student showed remarkable resolve in solving his problem. He also
had the highest number of parts (approaching 200 pieces) in his flatpack
design of a jellyfish. The finished prototype and the digital model are very
similar in form and dimensions, despite the multiple steps required to
convert a 3D computer model to die lines for laser cutting.
Jury Comments:
At first glance, this project appears to be in the wrong category, as it
definitely utilizes digital fabrication techniques. However, its emphasis is
on visualizing the form of a jellyfish in 3D. The method used is flat pack
design: the form is sliced and translated into flat pieces that can be assembled into an intriguing 3D form, almost like a puzzle. This is a method
that can be mass-produced if needed to distribute jellyfish sculptures (or
puzzles) to many places. But then, the specific form is almost arbitrary.
The value of the project is in the technique it demonstrates, which deserves to be commended. Under which category may this be done is a
secondary matter.
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